Mitsubishi adventure

Well kept Mitsubishi Montero Sport for sale. Well kept Mitsubishi Adventure for sale. Well
maintained Mitsubishi L for sale. Selling Mitsubishi Mirage G4 Mitsubishi Motors, Otis Manila
dealership. High quality Mitsubishi Montero Sport for sale. High quality Mitsubishi Adventure
Automatic 90, km. Manual , km. Manual 60, km. Automatic , km. Manual 80, km. Manual 91, km.
Automatic 93, km. Manual , Km. Manual Km. Manual 1 Km. The increase in the number of used
car for sale has been booming and there seems to be no stopping it. A lot of people are more
into the savings of buying a used car, rather than picking their every cent trying to make ends
meet after they spend on a brand new vehicle. However, not many people know exactly the right
questions to ask when it comes to buying a secondhand car. Asides from confirming the
mileage, the usage conditions, the repair, and maintenance history. If you are looking for a used
model in good condition from Mitsubishi Philippines , is there anything else that you should be
concerned about? One of the many questions that some prospective buyers forget to ask is
regarding the number of previous owners the second-hand car has been through. Does the
answer to this question really matter? How much does it affect the state of the vehicle? Read on
to find out more about the factors that affect it and what you should really consider. People
usually judge the vehicle by its state and how it performs. However, one can't really tell the
number of previous owners one car has just by just this concept. There are cases when the
mileage may display , miles by the time it reaches your radar. That could have been
accumulated by 2 different owners in just 2 years. For example, you could also encounter a
neat-looking second-hand Mitsubishi Adventure that is solely owned by its first owner. Upon
closer inspection, you find that the left door has a slightly different color than the rest because
it was replaced after the car has been in a collision. Having the previous owner of the vehicle as
a trusted friend is a good decision. With that in mind, you can be sure whether he was the first
owner of the Mitsubishi Adventure that you are supposed to buy or not. You'll also recognize
what type of driving habits your friend has and you can quickly say yes or no to that car based
on how he treats it. Asides from knowing both the seller and the car, you'll also be entitled to
discounts. That is, however, based on how deep your friendship is. Before you worry about the
total number of the car's previous owners, a bigger concern that requires your attention is the
car's maintenance record. This will contain all the information that you need for you to make a
decision whether you want to continue with your purchase or not. It will also reveal any
underlying problems with the vehicle as well as any issues the previous owner or owners may
have experienced with it. If you are looking into a specific Mitsubishi Adventure , better ask for
its records and proper documentation first. In the end, the number of previous owners doesn't
really matter. You can't really turn down a good car if you're basing your judgment purely on the
number of previous owners it's had. A company could use a brand new car and stack up , miles
on it and then set it up for sale. The next owner could stack a total of 35, miles on the car since
it's just for personal use. In the end you could own a 2-year old car with , mileage. It all comes
down to the condition of the car as well as its performance. D-Max mu-X All Models. Car Search
Both. From year To year From km 0 km 1, km 5, km 10, km 20, km 30, km 50, km 70, km , km.
Save this search. Use saved search. Show more. Midsize vs Full-Size Trucks: What are the
differences aside from size? Suzuki Ertiga: How much do you need to earn to buy one? Is it
wise to buy or sell used child car seats? Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV chosen by solar company
as vehicle partner Mitsubishi shares 4 reasons why the Mirage G4 is among its best-seller
Mitsubishi Outlander debuts with third-row seating. Want to get updated car listings in the mail?
Mitsubishi Adventure for sale Show cars in my city. Mitsubishi Adventure Judging the State of
the Vehicle People usually judge the vehicle by its state and how it performs. Knowing the
Owner Having the previous owner of the vehicle as a trusted friend is a good decision. With that
in mind, you can be sure whether he was the first owner of the Mitsubishi Adventure that you
are supposed to buy or not You'll also recognize what type of driving habits your friend has and
you can quickly say yes or no to that car based on how he treats it. Maintenance Records
Before you worry about the total number of the car's previous owners, a bigger concern that
requires your attention is the car's maintenance record. Bottom line In the end, the number of
previous owners doesn't really matter. Visit Philkotse. Show less. All rights reserved. Well kept
Mitsubishi Mirage for sale. Well maintained Mitsubishi L for sale. High quality Mitsubishi
Adventure Selling Mitsubishi Adventure Mitsubishi Motors, Lipa Batangas dealership. Manual ,
Km. Manual 39, km. Automatic 76, km. Manual 88, km. Manual 79, km. Manual 68, km. Manual ,
km. Manual 71, km. Manual 75, km. Manual 70, km. Manual 90, km. Manual 80, km. Automatic ,
km. In our age of fast-paced living, a personal four-wheeled vehicle has become a necessity.
This is why more and more people strive to get their own cars by adjusting their monetary
budgets accordingly. Surely, you are browsing through the Mitsubishi Adventure for sale
listings page because you've decided that it's time to purchase your own car. Although owning
a car may sound fancy, comfortable and luxurious, it also comes with corresponding burdens.

Not everyone is able to pay off their beloved car by an outright purchase using cash. That's why
a lot of the vehicle owners you can see have actually turned to the help of financial and loan
institutions. However, they still have to pay and if calculated fairly, those who choose to pay via
financial institutions actually pay a higher price in the long run. If you're one of them, then you
might want to know these tips on how to pay off faster in order to have the well-kept Mitsubishi
cars for sale the soonest. Before signing the contract for that second-hand Mitsubishi
Adventure , make sure you understood the terms and conditions and everything that concerns
both you and the vehicle. You may also want to know if there are pre-payment penalties. This is
when a company charges you for wanting to end your contract early by paying in advance.
Saving an exact amount of money for your car bill can lead you to round it down. Let's say you
have to pay Php 16, every month. You can tell yourself that you would need to allot Php 16,
instead or better yet Php 17, You can then pay the company the exact amount you owe and save
the rest of the money for future payments. It may not be much at the time but saving at least
Php1, every month for 17 months can equal to one whole payment. This tip is very useful in
case you miscalculated your budget for the month. There are car loan companies that provide
rebates and even discounts to increase buyers' interest in the used vehicle for sale. Since there
are institutions that charge you for paying early, there are also car loan groups that let provides
you with benefits if you comply with the payment terms or pay in advance. This also lets the
company know that you're a good payer and any future transaction with be smooth rather than
a complete addition to their phone bill. Some companies offer treats and bonuses such as
vouchers and gift cards. One fact is that life is full of surprises. If you think that you're doing
fine with your current budget but you have nothing left after all the bills are paid, then you may
need another source of income. Even if you are able to pay on time for your Mitsubishi
Adventure with the current salary, there could be bumps that may arise on your daily driving
like illness and other emergencies that will require money. Find another profitable solution so
you're able to pay for your car as well as save up for life emergencies. Also, it would help if you
made savings long before your purchase. Thank you for browsing Philkotse. D-Max mu-X All
Models. Car Search Both. From year To year From km 0 km 1, km 5, km 10, km 20, km 30, km 50,
km 70, km , km. Save this search. Use saved search. Show more. Midsize vs Full-Size Trucks:
What are the differences aside from size? Suzuki Ertiga: How much do you need to earn to buy
one? Is it wise to buy or sell used child car seats? Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV chosen by solar
company as vehicle partner Mitsubishi shares 4 reasons why the Mirage G4 is among its
best-seller Mitsubishi Outlander debuts with third-row seating. Want to get updated car listings
in the mail? Mitsubishi Adventure for sale Show cars in my city. Mitsubishi Adventure How to
Pay Off your Car Faster In our age of fast-paced living, a personal four-wheeled vehicle has
become a necessity. Round up your monthly car bill Saving an exact amount of money for your
car bill can lead you to round it down. Pay on time There are car loan companies that provide
rebates and even discounts to increase buyers' interest in the used vehicle for sale. Since there
are institutions that charge you for paying early, there are also car loan groups that let provides
you with benefits if you comply with the payment terms or pay in advance This also lets the
company know that you're a good payer and any future transaction with be smooth rather than
a complete addition to their phone bill. Make extra money One fact is that life is full of surprises.
Show less. All rights reserved. Selling Mitsubishi Strada in good condition. Reliable Mitsubishi
Mirage G4 for sale. Selling Mitsubishi Mirage G4 Well maintained Mitsubishi Montero for sale.
Mitsubishi Motors, Naga dealership. Mitsubishi Montero Sport best price. Manual 30, km.
Manual 26, km. Manual 21, Km. Manual 8, Km. Automatic 29, km. Manual , km. Manual 19, km.
Manual km. Manual 88, km. Manual 21, km. Manual 28, km. Manual 25, km. Manual 10, km.
Manual 48, km. Manual 18, km. We have heard several stories of terror and worry when it comes
to negotiations. Of course, some people are naturally skilled when it comes to assertiveness
and persuasion. However, this doesn't mean that you get baited into a losing end of a deal.
When shopping around for a used car for sale, it is essential to know the art of negotiation. This
will not only save you a few thousands from the transaction but assures you that you're also
getting the best out of it. To guide you with this matter, Philkotse. In actuality, cars that are used
for 2 years looks close to brand new ones that are being showcased. This, of course, will
depend on the usage of the previous owner. In terms of engine performance, 2-year cars don't
have a lot of issues in them. Therefore, consider getting a bargain before driving home a second
hand Mitsubishi Adventure. They say a negotiator that has no information up his sleeve will
eventually end up negotiating with nothing. Before walking into that dealership doors, make
sure you have all the information you need about the car you want. It would help if you browse
for prevailing market prices of the vehicles online or taking a trip to several dealerships just to
get a glimpse. Ideally, it is best to purchase a Mitsubishi car for sale with your own savings to
avoid obligations piling up. For some, this is not a viable case. This is where you may be

tempted to avail of an auto financing. If you look at it for a short-term gain, this may sound ideal.
However, it will bleed every peso out of your pockets because of the added interests. To avoid
this, you can look around or contact your bank for auto loans that they offer. Also, have bank
personnel explain to you the implications of various interest rates and the period of payment. In
this way, you can objectively decide which option is the most practical choice when purchasing
the Mitsubishi Adventure. After researching, evaluating and analyzing current market prices and
the budget you have in mind. Walk to the dealership with a focused and firm mindset, make an
offer to a salesman talking with you regarding the Mitsubishi Adventure you are interested in.
Naturally, the salesman will offer a price higher than what you have in mind but continue
sticking with yours. If he doesn't budge, tell him that you have an appointment elsewhere and
walk away. If the salesman agrees with your offer, chances are, he'll persuade you to spend
money on some dealership add-ons. These may include extended warranties, detailing, and
rustproofing. Attractive as it may seem, say no to all of these. If you need the mentioned
add-ons, you can get them somewhere else and all for an affordable price. Remember, there are
extensive offerings of pre-owned car available that may prove to be a greater alternative than
what you have in mind. D-Max mu-X All Models. Car Search Both. From year To year From km 0
km 1, km 5, km 10, km 20, km 30, km 50, km 70, km , km. Save this search. Use saved search.
Show more. Midsize vs Full-Size Trucks: What are the differences aside from size? Suzuki
Ertiga: How much do you need to earn to buy one? Is it wise to buy or sell used child car seats?
Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV chosen by solar company as vehicle partner Mitsubishi shares 4
reasons why the Mirage G4 is among its best-seller Mitsubishi Outlander debuts with third-row
seating. Want to get updated car listings in the mail? Mitsubishi Adventure for sale Show cars in
my city. Mitsubishi Adventure How to Negotiate the Price of a Used Car We have heard several
stories of terror and worry when it comes to negotiations. Shop for cars that are at least 2 years
old In actuality, cars that are used for 2 years looks close to brand new ones that are being
showcased. Therefore, consider getting a bargain before driving home a second hand
Mitsubishi Adventure 2. Research for prevailing market price They say a negotiator that has no
information up his sleeve will eventually end up negotiating with nothing. Assessing financing
rates Ideally, it is best to purchase a Mitsubishi car for sale with your own savings to avoid
obligations piling up. Making a realistic offer After researching, evaluating and analyzing
current market prices and the budget you have in mind. Say no to dealer add-ons. Have the
courage to walk away If the negotiations don't end well as expected, turn your back and walk
out of the dealership. Show less. All rights reserved. The cabin of the car is a cool place to be in
as there are DVD and MP3 players and Bluetooth connectivity as standard to go with either a
7-inch-touchscreen screen or a 6. Moreover, barring the base trim, which just gets four
speakers, the other trims get a set of four speakers and two tweeters. At the heart, there is a 2.
The power is sent down to the wheels via a 5-speed manual unit in all the trims. Adventure is
available in 3 different colors - Black, White and Orange. Watch latest video reviews of
Mitsubishi Adventure to know about its interiors, exteriors, performance, mileage and more.
Mitsubishi Adventure is a highly popular sports utility vehicles available in the Philippines
automobile market. It is perhaps the most affordable and yet the most featured vehicle
developed by the Japanese automobile company. All these variants are equipped with a
powerful 2. This vehicle has a boxy body structure and yet, it looks to be attractive owing to its
trendy cosmetics. Its top end version gets a several sporty cosmetics like smoked
multi-reflector headlamp, chrome radiator grille and stylish alloy wheels, which adds to its
intimidating look. As far as interiors are concerned, there is a lot of space available inside that
can provide seating to a maximum of nine passengers. However, buyers can opt for an optional
executive seating arrangement with captain seats, which offers seating to seven passengers
only. The manufacturer is offering this vehicle with several standard features including second
row center armrest with cup holders, security system with keyless entry and laminated green
windscreen. The manufacturer has placed this vehicle against the likes of Toyota Fortuner and
Nissan X-Trail in the Philippines automobile market. Coming to the interiors, this Mitsubishi
Adventure has a slightly old-fashioned interior design, but it looks attractive owing to its
eye-soothing color scheme. At the same time, there are a lot of aluminum accents given inside,
especially on dashboard, instrument cluster and steering wheel. The seats inside are
ergonomically designed and are equipped with adjustable head restraints. These are further
covered with dual tone upholstery that compliments the elegance of the cabin. The instrument
cluster has three analogue gauges including speedometer, rpm indicator and fuel indicator. It
has an attractive blue background, wherein its top end trim also has it with aluminum surround.
On the other hand, its GLS Sport trim is bestowed with a four spoke steering wheel that is
mounted with multi-functional switches. There are a few utility oriented features given inside the
cabin like a storage tray, grab handle glove box and drink holders. At present, this model series

is available in a total of four trim levels and all these variants have same set of features. The list
of standard features include power steering system, internally adjustable outside mirrors,
laminated green windscreen, fabric seats, cabin lights and manual central locking system. At
the same time, it is also blessed with optional features like manually operated air conditioning
system, keyless entry system and split folding third row seats. However, buyers can also opt for
additional set of features like leather seats, parking sensors, height adjustable driver's seat,
exclusive floor carpets and a few other convenience based features. Its base variant is quite
spacious from inside, as it can house seating to at least 10 passengers. While the other variants
also have ample leg and shoulder space, but can accommodate a maximum of nine passengers.
On the other hand, it is fitted with a huge fuel tank that has a storage capacity of litres. Its top
end variant is blessed with a proficient touchscreen infotainment system that has a 6. It
supports video playback and navigation system that is helpful to stay on right direction. At the
same time, the audio control switches have been located on the steering wheel. On the other
hand, its remaining variants are blessed with a provision to incorporate all these features. On
the other hand, its top end variant also have styling aspects like roof rails, fender flares,
two-tone body paint and license plate garnish with chrome inserts. In terms of exteriors, this
Mitsubishi Adventure has a slightly outdated design and yet it looks quite decent. Its front
facade has a signature radiator grille featuring a perforated mesh and a pair of chrome slats.
The top end variant gets smoked headlight cluster, which is powered by halogen headlamps
and round shaped turn indicators. Below this, there is a grey colored bumper that houses a
wide air intake section and a pair of fog lamps. The elegance of its front facade is complimented
by the chrome plated company's insignia given on its grille. Its side facet too has grey colored
side moldings and fenders, which gives it a sporty appeal. It has chrome plated door handles
and window sills, while the pillars are done up in black. The top end trim also gets a sturdy set
of alloy wheels featuring company's insignia embedded on it. Coming to the rear facet, the
taillight cluster has been placed on the D pillar, which dazzles the rear facet. It has a hinged
back door that is further fitted with an spare wheel. Like the front bumper, its rear one too is in a
grey color and it is equipped with a pair of reflectors. This SUV has an overall length of mm and
a decent width of mm. It has an impressive height of mm with roof rails and a minimum ground
clearance of just mm. However, it has a very long wheelbase of mm, which makes it quite
spacious from inside. Its top end variant is bestowed with a sturdy set of inch alloy wheels,
whereas the other trims are equipped with inch steel rims. Powering this model series is the 2. It
has the ability to give away a minimum mileage of 8 Kmpl on city roads, while producing a
maximum of 14 Kmpl on highways. The manufacturer has equipped all these variants with 2.
This power plant is integrated with a distribution type fuel injection system and it is based on a
single overhead camshaft valve configuration. It comprises of four cylinders, which displaces
cc. This motor has the ability to churn out a power of This motor is skilfully mated with a five
speed manual transmission gearbox that releases the torque output to its rear wheels. It has the
ability to produce a maximum power of The manufacturer has paired this power plant with an
advanced five speed manual transmission gearbox that allows the vehicle to reach a top speed
of Kmph. At the same time, it can accelerate from 0 to Kmph speed mark in about 15 seconds.
The manufacturer has equipped its front wheels with ventilated disc brakes and coupled its rear
ones with leading and trailing drums. These are further integrated with 9-inch brake boosters,
which enhances his braking mechanism. On the other hand, its front axle is fitted with an
independent double wishbone suspension system including coil spring and paired its rear axle
with semi-elliptical leaf spring. This helps to keep the vehicle well balanced even on rugged
roads. Beside these, it gets a power assisted steering system based on rack and pinion
mechanism, which offers excellent response and provides an effortless driving experience. All
the variants in this model series are blessed with standard protective aspects including three
point seatbelts, side impact protection beams and child proof locks. The manufacturer is also
offering a provision to incorporate aspects security system with keyless entry, side mirrors with
LED turn indicators and rear bumper skirts. This Mitsubishi Adventure has a rigid body
structure featuring impact protection beams and crumple zones, which can absorb the collision
impact and safeguard the occupants inside. We've named our car Jaguar because of the luxury
car Jaguar that I really like years ago. I can say that owning a vehicle true installment is not an
easy journey since sometimes money doesn't grow on trees nga and there are many other
expenses at home. But it definitely taught us how to save more and become efficient and Read
More. Easy to maintain and no hassle ever since i bought it in Minor repair done all are in
perfect running condition until at present.. I love driving adventure since its manual
transmission and I was able to break it in properly making it easy to accelerate faster. It also has
enough space to fit 9 to 10 passengers. Read More. I am an old school and that makes me a big
fan of the Mitsubishi Adventure. The handling and braking are also brilliant, especially, on

rugged roads. The Mitsubishi Adventure can be considered as one of the finest family wagons
running on the roads of the Philippines The Mitsubishi Adventure is one of the big guns in the
vicinity of Philippines. Not that it is an outright Good news for all prospective crossover buyers,
Mitsubishi Motor Philippines Corporation has finally introduced the all-new Xpander. Not only
the Videos Brochure Car Dealers. Big Saving! Find the best deals on used Mitsubishi Adventure
in Manila. Used Mitsubishi Adventure Used Toyota Avanza. Find Used Cars in Other Cities. Used
Cars By Budget. Used Mitsubishi Cars. Things We Dont Like in Adventure Adventure Images.
Mitsubishi Adventure Colors Adventure is available in 3 different colors - Black, White and
Orange. Adventure Colors. Let's keep in touch Subscribe to notification to receive best offers
and news. Adventure Overview Mitsubishi Adventure is a highly popular sports utility vehicles
available in the Philippines automobile market. Interior Comfort At present, this model series is
available in a total of four trim levels and all these variants have same set of features. Interior
Measurements Its base variant is quite spacious from inside, as it can house seating to at least
10 passengers. Stereo and Accessories Its top end variant is blessed with a proficient
touchscreen infotainment system that has a 6. Adventure Exterior In terms of exteriors, this
Mitsubishi Adventure has a slightly outdated design and yet it looks quite decent. Wheels Its
top end variant is bestowed with a sturdy set of inch alloy wheels, whereas the other trims are
equipped with inch steel rims. Acceleration and Pickup The manufacturer has paired this power
plant with an advanced five speed manual transmission gearbox that allows the vehicle to reach
a top speed of Kmph. Safety and Security All the variants in this model series are blessed with
standard protective aspects including three point seatbelts, side impact protection beams and
child proof locks. User Reviews of Mitsubishi Adventure 4. Popular Reviews. View All 4 Features
2 Specs 2 Dimension 1. A courageous Jaguar. Very nice and low maintenance. Advi the
Adventure. My Journey with Mitsubishi Adventure. Montero Sport. Mirage G4. Xpander Cross.
Mitsubishi Cars in Philippines. Mitsubishi Dealers In Manila City. Maintenance tips for
Mitsubishi Adventure. Mitsubishi Car News. Please tell us about your car below and we'll
connect you with our partner dealers. Just 1 step away from best deals. Please enter your
contact details. Almost Done. Didn't receive OTP? Resend code. Thank you. Select your city to
start search. We've named our car Jaguar because of the luxury car Jaguar that I really like
years ago. I can say that owning a vehicle true installment is not an easy journey since
sometimes money doesn't grow on trees nga and there are many other expenses at home. But it
definitely taught us how to save more and become efficient and Read More. Easy to maintain
and no hassle ever since i bought it in Minor repair done all are in perfect running condition
until at present.. I love driving adventure since its manual transmission and I was able to break
it in properly making it easy to accelerate faster. It also has enough space to fit 9 to 10
passengers. Read More. I am an old school and that makes me a big fan of the Mitsubishi
Adventure. The handling and braking are also brilliant, especially, on rugged roads. The
Mitsubishi Adventure can be considered as one of the finest family wagons running on the
roads of the Philippines The Mitsubishi Adventure is one of the big guns in the vicinity of
Philippines. Not that it is an outright Good news for all prospective crossover buyers,
Mitsubishi Motor Philippines Corporation has finally introduced the all-new Xpander. Not only
the Watch latest video reviews of Mitsubishi Adventure to know about its interiors, exteriors,
performance, mileage and more. Showing information of Mitsubishi Adventure 2. Adventure 2.
Engine Details Engine 2. Adventure Images. Popular Reviews. View All 4 Features 2 Specs 2
Dimension 1. A courageous Jaguar. Very nice and low maintenance. Advi the Adventure. My
Journey with Mitsubishi Adventure. Adventure Colors. Big Saving! Find the best deals on used
Mitsubishi Adventure in Manila. Used Mitsubishi Adventure Used Toyota Avanza. Find Used
Cars in Other Cities. Used Cars By Budget. Used Mitsubishi Cars. Mitsubishi Dealers In Manila
City. Montero Sport. Mirage G4. Mitsubishi Cars in Philippines. Maintenance tips for Mitsubishi
Adventure. Mitsubishi Car News. Select your city to start search. Safety Driver Airbag. Engine
Details Engine. Performance Engine. Fuel Tank Capacity litres. Outside Temperature Display.
Vehicle Stability Control System. Height Adjustable Front Seat Belts. Height Adjustable Driver
Seat. Electric Folding Rear View Mirror. Steering Wheel Gearshift Paddle. Multi-function
Steering Wheel. Centrally Mounted Fuel Tank. Well kept Mitsubishi Montero Sport for sale. Well
kept Mitsubishi Mirage for sale. Reliable Mitsubishi Mirage G4 for sale. Mitsubishi Montero Sport
best price. Mitsubishi Motors, Zamboanga dealership. Manual 30, km. Manual 26, km. Manual 65,
km. Manual , km. Manual 54, km. Manual 50, km. Manual , Km. Manual 21, Km. Manual 30, Km.
Manual 80, Km. Manual 78, Km. Manual 50, Km. Greetings and welcome to Philkotse. For your
reference, here is a list of the most affordable prices for each model year of the Mitsubishi
Adventure:. Aside from a pre-owned Mitsubishi Adventure, Philkotse. Before going through our
listings, you may want to read the short but insightful review of the Mitsubishi Adventure and
why you would want to purchase one for yourself. Despite being discontinued, the Mitsubishi

Adventure still has a considerable place in the Philippine roads as its 2 nd hand units are quite
affordable and can be used for a myriad of application like a family carrier, a daily driver with
tons of cargo space, and also as a public utility vehicle. Some even use the Adventure to tackle
rough roads. Seeing also that it is very popular here in our country, it is also of no doubt that
there is a sizable after-market for the Adventure not to mention an abundance of spare parts for
years to come. Are these reasons convincing enough for you to check out our detailed list of
used Mitsubishi Adventure models? It is one of the most recognizable vehicles here in the
country due to its relatively affordable price and of course for its legendary versatility and
durability. First introduced in September , here in the Philippines, the Adventure MPV has been
given numerous redesigns back in , and a facelift in Mitsubishi Motors Philippines also began to
manufacture the vehicle here in the country in March The Mitsubishi Adventure is powered by
either a diesel or petrol 2. Power is then sent to the rear wheels. The interior of the Adventure
might not be up to par with more modern MPVs but it offers quite a lot of headroom and
legroom even for larger individuals. It can also comfortably seat up to seven people and its
rearmost bench seats can be folded for a massive amount of cargo space. Production for the
vehicle, however, ended on December due to its engine being only Euro-2 compliant. As such,
its place on the Philippine Auto market has been replaced by the now popular and equally
affordable Mitsubishi Xpander. If you want to view more second-hand and brand-new vehicles,
Philkotse. And lastly, Philkotse also has articles for the latest in automotive news. D-Max mu-X
All Models. Car Search Both. From year To year From km 0 km 1, km 5, km 10, km 20, km 30, km
50, km 70, km , km. Save this search. Use saved search. Show more. Midsize vs Full-Size
Trucks: What are the differences aside from size? Suzuki Ertiga: How much do you need to earn
to buy one? Is it wise to buy or sell used child car seats? Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV chosen by
solar company as vehicle partner Mitsubishi shares 4 reasons why the Mirage G4 is among its
best-seller Mitsubishi Outlander debuts with third-row seating. Want to get updated car listings
in the mail? Used Mitsubishi Adventure for sale Show cars in my city. Mitsubishi Adventure
Used. Mitsubishi Adventure For Sale! Used Mitsubishi Adventure for sale on Philkotse.
Pre-owned Mitsubishi Adventure: Why would you want one? Visit our website daily for a better
experience of car ownership! Image The Mitsubishi Adventure looks slightly outdated yet
decent. Mitsubishi Adventure interior is closely akin to its exterior when it comes to old-school
design. Mitsubishi Adventure model boasts a great fuel efficiency. All rights reserved. Like the
original model, which borrowed the styling of Mitsubishi SUVs of its time, our modern version
does the same, while keeping some familiar Adventure design cues. Its slim headlights feature
curved tops, which tie in with the units on the last Adventure. The sides, meanwhile, feature
prominent wheel arches for a more muscular SUV look. Like its predecessor, this Adventure
retains the distinctive creases that run along the sides, but it gets gloss-black Range Rover
-esque A-pillars for a modern twist. The large rectangular rear side windows and the rearmost
side windows with an angular bend on the bottom were inspired by the original model. The rear
end blends together past and present, with pillar-mounted taillights that recall those on the old
Adventure and the horizontal lower section more in line with the design of current Mitsubishi
vehicles. It rides on a front double-wishbone setup and live-axle rear suspension with coil
springs. Higher trim levels get four-wheel disc brakes, while the entry-level spec gets rear drum
brakes. Wheel sizes range from to inch units. Under the hood, this Adventure is equipped with
the same hp 2. As expected, it will be available with either a six-speed manual transmission or
an eight-speed automatic gearbox. Inside, the AUV gets a modern dashboard derived from that
of the Strada and the Montero Sport, and like the Montero Sport, it features a three-row,
seven-seater cabin layout with seatbelts for all occupants. And because it would now be
unacceptable to launch a vehicle with no basic safety tech, our modern Adventure will be
available with airbags, ABS, and electronic stability control. How would we price it? Somewhere
between the top Xpander and the base Montero Sport. Would you consider our modern
Adventure of Mitsubishi were to build it? Let us know what you think. See Also. We use cookies
to ensure you get the best experience on Topgear. By continued use, you agree to our privacy
policy and accept our use of such cookies. Find out more here. Feature Articles. This is what we
think a modern Mitsubishi Adventure would look like. Mitsubishi Adventure. Post a Comment.
This article originally appeared on Topgear. Minor edits have been made by the TopGear.
Submit Vote. Retake this Poll. Quiz Results. Take this Quiz Again. TGP Rating:. I Agree I
Disagree. It can be viewed as a discovering outline and magnificence and should be sure you
enthusiasts of SUVs close to the group of people. It is presumed this is one more device that
may shake within the earth of Sports utility vehicles. Currently, we address a stage that will
attention of men and females to have this new Mitsubishi Adventure series. It would go along
with the phenomenal outside side. At that time, a few simple aspects in distinct components are
unexpected. This new automobile can furthermore get the upgrade in the front buckle,

comprehensive Guided front lights, taillights, and twofold fumes h2o tube. It can make
utilization of lighting materials that is comprised of aluminum and carbon nutritional fiber. The
lodge of brand new Mitsubishi Adventure might be abundant and huge and might strengthen as
much as 7 voyagers. You will see one more coordinating tire, which is attached with typical
calfskin and things
1979 jeep cj5 specifications
2014 honda accord cargurus
typical rv wiring diagram
evolving get. This new automobile will even component another lighting dim inside framework,
with traditional chair supplies. It could likewise be provided with an additional 6. This engine
can produce hp and lb-ft of torque. This engine will probably be mated to CVT. The rate of your
automobile from to 60 miles per hour will be doable for 9. Inventive reduce kinds of the car
could have a 3. It will be mated with about 6-velocity programmed transmission framework and
transmits electricity to all of the tires. Speed from to 60 miles per hour might be hooked up to 7.
The latest Mitsubishi Adventure gives you distinctive processes for the security of explorers
and vehicles. A few of them are manage and protection handle, incline commences aid,
programmed headlights, programmed wipers. Also, deluxe deliver accommodating manage,
course leaving behind extraordinary care and ahead collision control structure. Mitsubishi
Adventure. READ :. Related Posts. About The Author mitsubishi specs news.

